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Snappii offers more mobile apps for the insurance industry than anybody else. 
The apps are built on Snappii’s ultrafast codeless platform. 

All the apps can be 100% customized to meet customer specific requirements. 

 

 
Insurance Adjusters for Auto 

and Property App 

 
Minimize Turnaround Time and  Improve Quality Standards 
Handle auto and property claims by capturing all necessary details and 
instantly sharing PDF and Excel inspection reports.   

 

 

 
 

Insurance Claim Manager app 
File and Insurance Claim and Get Your Car Repaired More Efficiently 
File a claim, find service centers near you, and take advantage of the 
inbuilt auto loan calculator.  

 

 

 
 

Insurance Quote Manager App 

Find the Best Deals on Insurance and Car Repair Services 
Request insurance quotes, store all quotes in one app, get useful tips 
on how to buy a car, find nearby insurance agencies and service 
centers.  

 

 

 
 

Expense Report 
Streamline Employee Expense Reporting 
Create expense reports, capture receipts, and share them with your 
supervisor anytime, anywhere. 

 

 

 
 

Invoice Manager for iPad 
Expedite the Invoice Process and Get Paid Faster 
Instantly create and send invoices anytime, anywhere. Speed up 
payments and increase profits. 

 

 

 
 

Inspect Anything 
 

Streamline Field Inspections and Expedite Reporting 
Create and instantly share full-length inspection reports with photos, 
drawings, QR codes, barcodes, and locations. 
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Inventory Anything 

Collect and Manage Inventory with Ease and Efficiency 
Get an accurate account of the inventory items in your store, 
stockroom, in the field, etc. Track inventory and the total value of the 
assets. Replace expensive scanning devices. Share auto-generated 
PDF and Excel reports. 

 

 

 
 

Home Inventory 

Easily Establish Insurance Claims and Document Estates for 
Inheritance 
Make home inventories by capturing dates, items, quantities, locations, 
bar codes, images, etc. Save time and eliminate paperwork. 

 

 
 

Construction Estimator and 
Bidding App 

 
Produce Profitable Bids with Precise Material and Labor Costs  
Automatically, from within the estimate, calculate and submit material 
and labor estimates. Eliminate costly manual data entry and calculation 
errors 
 

 

 
Inspect Elevators & 

Ensure Safety 
 

Ensure Public Safety, Comply with Safety Standards, and Extend 
Elevator Service Life 
Conduct thorough elevator inspections, integrate photos, locations, and 
signatures, and share auto-generated inspection reports. 

 

 
 

Customer Satisfaction Survey 

Improve Your Business with Timely Customer Feedback 
Evaluate your products and services by having your clients fill out this 
survey and instantly email it to you. Make it easy for your customers to 
share their feedback with you. 

 

 

 
 

Sign In Guest Book 

 
Enhance Visitor Management and Improve Security 
Keep track of your visitors at the reception. Improve customer service 
and satisfaction, eliminate paperwork, and go green. 
 

 

 
 

Work Order Assigner 
Manage Human Resources More Efficiently 
Conduct job interviews, calculate salary and turnover rates, and fill out 
time sheets, accident reports, and vacation requests. 
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